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What is ISO 3166?
http://www.iso.org

• ISO 3166 Maintenance agency (ISO 3166/MA) is the
ISO's focal point for country codes.

• ISO 3166 is the International Standard for country 
codes.

• The purpose of ISO 3166 is to establish codes for the
representation of names of countries, territories or 
areas of geographical interest, and their subdivisions. 

• It does not establish:

– the names of countries, territories or areas of
geographical interest which are taken from the
relevant UN sources;

– the names of subdivisions of countries, territories or 
areas of geographical interest, which are taken from
relevant official national information sources. 
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ISO 3166/MA members
• The other five are representatives of

major UN or other international 
organizations who are all users of
ISO 3166-1:

– International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) 

– International Telecommunication
Union (ITU) 

– Internet Corporation for 
Assigned Names and Numbers
(ICANN) 

– Universal Postal Union (UPU) 

– United Nations Economic
Commission for Europe 
(UNECE) 

• Of the ten experts with voting rights
on the ISO 3166/MA five are 
representatives of the following
national standards organizations:

– Association française de 
normalisation AFNOR (France) 

– American National Standards 
Institute ANSI (United States) 

– British Standards Institution BSI
(United Kingdom) 

– Deutsches Institut für Normung
DIN (Germany) 

– Swedish Standards Institute SIS
(Sweden)
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ISO 3166      ISO/TC46 
Codes for country names and related entities

• ISO 3166-1:2006 Codes for the representation of names of countries 
and their subdivisions - Part 1: Country codes which is what most users
know as ISO's country codes. First published in 1974, it is has since then become
one of the world's most popular and most widely used standard solution for coding
country names. It contains a two-letter code which is recommended as the general
purpose code, a three-letter code which has better mnenomic properties and a 
numeric-3 code which can be useful if script independence of the codes is important. 

• ISO 3166-2:1998 Codes for the representation of names of countries 
and their subdivisions - Part 2: Country subdivision code which gives
codes for the names of the principal subdivisions (e.g provinces or states) of all
countries coded in ISO 3166-1. This code is based on the two-letter code element
from ISO 3166-1 followed by a separator and a further string of up to three
alphanumeric characters. 

• ISO 3166-3:1999 Codes for the representation of names of countries 
and their subdivisions - Part 3: Code for formerly used names of
countries which contains a four-letter code for those country names which have 
been deleted from ISO 3166-1 since its first publication in 1974. The code elements
for formerly used country names have a length of four alphabetical characters (alpha-
4 code elements).

• Project: Codes for the representation of names of oceans and seas
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Who does what, when and how? 

ISO standards
ISO 3166 - Codes for the representation of names of countries and related entities

ISO 639 - Codes for the representation of names of languages

ISO 15924 - Codes for the representation of names of scripts

ISO works are coordinated by Technical Committees

ISO 3166: is a product of ISO/TC 46, Information and documentation
– TC 46/WG 2 Coding of country names and related entities, The convener can be 

reached through: AFNOR [French Organization for Standardization ]

– TC 46/WG 3 Conversion of written languages, The convener can be reached through: 
ELOT [Hellenic Organization for Standardization ] (uses ISO 15924, Codes for the 
representation of names of scripts) 

ISO 639:  is a joint product of ISO/TC 37, Terminology and other
language and content resources , and ISO/TC 46
The Convener of ISO/TC46/WG 2 is an ISO liaison officer and coordinator from TC 46 to 
TC 37
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ISO 3166-1:2006 (15 Nov 2006)

ROMANIZED ITEMS
1. The short form of the country name in capital letters;

2. The short form of the country name in English, in lower case;

3. The full name, if different from the short form, of the country name, in lower case;

4. The alpha-2 country code element, in bold;

5. The alpha-3 country code element;

6. The numeric-3 country code element;

7. Remarks, such as other widely-used country names and names of geographically 
separated territories covered by the main entry in the list (the latter are indexed in 
Annex A);

8. The indication, with a sharp sign, as to whether the country is independent;

9. (informative) The alpha-2 ISO 639 code element of each administrative language of 
the country (with a dash when the code element is missing);

10. (informative) The alpha-3 (terminological version) ISO 639 code element of each 
administrative language of the country (with a dash when the code element is 
missing);

11. (informative) The short form of the country name according to the common use.

NEXT STEP: UN-ROMANIZED ITEMS
12 and subsequent. Country name in its administrative languages and scripts
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ISO 3166-1:2006(E/F)
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ISO 3166-1:2006(E/F)
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ISO 3166-1:2006 statistical overview
of the administrative languages

• The ISO 3166-1:2006 table contains 244 lines, 
corresponding to 193 countries et 51 territories.

• The 244 countries and territories use 108 
administrative languages (two of them specific to 
the territories), which sum up to 324 names, of 
which 268 are related to countries and 56 are 
related to territories.

• The 324 names use 22 different scripts, Latin 
with all diacritics being counted as one
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Langues administratives des 193 
Etats souverains de l’ISO 3166-1

268 occurences:Etats193

11 occurences:Etat compte exactement 11 langues administratives

(ZA)

1

8 occurences:Etats comptent exactement 4 langues administratives

(CH, SG)

2

27 occurences:Etats comptent exactement 3 langues administratives

(BA, BE, ER, LU, PE, PG, RW, SC, VU)

9

82 occurences:Etats comptent exactement 2 langues administratives41

140 occurences:Etats comptent exactement 1 langue administrative140
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Nombre de pays utilisant chaque 
langue administrative

268 occurenceslangues106 

58 occurences:langue administrative (en) est utilisée par 58 pays1

30 occurences:langue administrative (fr) est utilisée par 30 pays1

24 occurences:langue administrative (ar) est utilisée par 24 pays1

19 ocurences:langue administrative (es) est utilisée par 19 pays1

8 occurences:langue administrative (pt) est utilisée par 8 pays1

6 occurences:langue administrative (de) est utilisée par 6 pays1

8 occurences:langues administratives (it, ru) sont utilisées par 4 pays2

6 occurences:langues administratives (nl, ms) sont utilisées par 3 pays2

26 occurences:langues administratives sont utilisées par 2 pays
(el, fa, hr, ko, ro, sr, ss, st, sv, sw, ta, tr, zh)

13

83 occurences:langues administratives sont utilisées par 1 seul pays83
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Nombre de langues des entrées 
de l'ISO 3166-1

324 occurencesentrées244

11 occurencesentrée de l'ISO 3166-1 (1 + 0) utilise onze langues 

administratives

1

8 occurencesentrées de l'ISO 3166-1 (2 + 0) utilisent quatre langues 

administratives

2

27 occurencesentrées de l'ISO 3166-1 (9 + 0) utilisent trois langues 

administratives

9

96 occurencesentrées de l'ISO 3166-1 (41 + 7) utilisent deux langues 
administratives

48

182 occurencesentrées de l'ISO 3166-1 (140 + 42) utilisent une seule langue 
administrative

182

0   occurenceentrées de l'ISO 3166-1 ( 0 + 2) n'utilisent aucune langue 
administrative 

2
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ISO 3166-1:2006 - next step

ROMANIZED ITEMS
1. The short form of the country name in capital letters;

2. The short form of the country name in English, in lower case;

3. The full name, if different from the short form, of the country name, in lower case;

4. The alpha-2 country code element, in bold;

5. The alpha-3 country code element;

6. The numeric-3 country code element;

7. Remarks, such as other widely-used country names and names of geographically 
separated territories covered by the main entry in the list (the latter are indexed in 
Annex A);

8. The indication, with a sharp sign, as to whether the country is independent;

9. (informative) The alpha-2 ISO 639 code element of each administrative language of 
the country (with a dash when the code element is missing);

10. (informative) The alpha-3 (terminological version) ISO 639 code element of each 
administrative language of the country (with a dash when the code element is 
missing);

11. (informative) The short form of the country name according to the common use.

NEXT STEP: UN-ROMANIZED ITEMS
12 and subsequent. Country name in its administrative languages and scripts
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ROMANIZED ITEMS         UN-ROMANIZED ITEMS
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ISO 3166-1 based solutions for 
Internationalised Domain Names

• The natural next step of ISO 3166/MA is to address an 
extension to ISO 3166-1 in direction of internationalized 
names for countries and related entities, under the 
umbrella of the convener of ISO/TC46/WG 2.

• The participation of ICANN to  this work, as any other of  
ten voting members of ISO 3166/MA, is natural; those of 
other concerned parties (GAC, ccNSO, ccTLD/wwTLDs, 
…) is desirable.

• The convener of the ISO/TC46/WG 2 will continue to 
coordinate the project, ensuring for well distributed effort 
within ISO 3166/MA, and for multilingual secretariat. 
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What is URL for ISO 3166?
http://www.iso.org
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Thank you !

email: elisabeth.porteneuve@cetp.ipsl.fr


